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The job posting is outdated and position may be filled Responsibilities:• Actively Interact with

Functional Consultants, End Users in the Business to discover, design and develop•

Responsible for EWM Development, Testing & Delivery.• Define and develop using Coding

standards & Naming convention.• Assist in testing to validate and provide operating controls

to ensure development requirements are satisfied.• Commitment to continuous improvement

& processes• Will be responsible for analyzing high-level business processes and requirements•

Participate in development quality management tasks, such quality reviews of specifications,

design documents, TS, Code reviews, SQL trace, version management & transport

management.• Knowledge on Scrum or DevOps Agile process.• In-depth knowledge in all

warehouse process and relevant setup in EWM• Should have working experience with MFS

telegrams.• Must have experience in handling EWM system with multiple integrations.• Expert

in EWM RF Framework, CDS Views, Fiori Apps design and development.• Customize and

design reports in EWM Monitor.• In-Depth Knowledge in PPF design and development.•

Experience in EWM Template preparation and Interfacing EWM with various 3rd party

systems will be an added advantage. Disclaimer: Drjobs.ae is only a platform that connects

job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct their own independent

research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always make certain that our

clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus we advise against sharing any

personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you suspect fraud or

malpractice, please contact us via contact us page. Our goal is to make hiring as easy as

possible. We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each candidate finds a
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job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting and job search

solutions. If you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you can upload your

profile on our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our platform gives

you the flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to apply for all different

kinds of jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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